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Good Morning,

‘How are things?’ I recently asked a wonderful community nurse, that I work with.

She is normally a chatty person who lifts me with her dry West Coast humour but 
that morning she had no words. After a few moments of silence, I said:

‘It’s all bonkers isn’t?’ – she laughed with relief in her voice.

When I am asked how things are, I reply with the ridiculous line ‘I’m living the 
dream!’ At least it makes folk laugh, but it underlines the reality that we are all 
struggling to find the words to express how we feel. 

Mental health experts are rightly raising awareness of the devastating effect that 
the pandemic is having on people’s mental health. 

We are all encouraged to talk about how we truly feel because when we do it 
helps relieve the burdens we are carrying.

But what happens when we have no words?

Or the words we do have we are afraid to say because they are shocking in their 
desolation, and despair?

The people who wrote the Psalms 1000s of years ago had no such fear – so many 
of them speak with unnerving honesty about the depths of human emotions 
‘chaos roars at me like a flood’ ‘darkness is my only companion’ ‘My heart is 
pounding; my strength is gone, and my eyes have lost their brightness.’ 

The Psalmists were psychologists of their day. 

They give us the words we cannot find. 

They teach us not to bottle up our emotions but instead to release them with 
honesty to God in whom, despite it all, they chose to trust.

Their pain, their despair is our pain, our despair. The Psalmists gently whisper to 
us ‘I have gone before you – you are not alone.’

Julian of Norwich sums this up beautifully when she wrote during the time of 
plague in the Middle Ages that -

God did not say ‘You shall not be tormented, you shall not be troubled, you shall 
not be grieved’. 

But what God did say is ‘You shall not be overcome.’
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